Mount Greenwood School 2016-2017

6th Grade Supply List

All Classes
- 1-accordion folder (at least 6 pockets)
- 3-packs of loose-leaf notebook paper
- Black and/or blue pens
- Red pens
- #2 pencils with erasers
- 1-pencil sharpener with cover
- Highlighters-blue, green, yellow, pink
- Dictionary/Thesaurus

Homeroom
- 3-reams of copy paper
- 2-tubs of Clorox wipes (NOT BABY WIPES)
- 1-paper towel roll
- 1-bottle hand sanitizer
- 3-boxes Kleenex
- 1-dry erase marker
- 1 box of gallon Ziploc bags

Reading
- 2-single subject spirals (one for each semester)
- 1-single subject spiral (for novel unit)
- 1-single subject spiral (for Poetry unit)
- 1-package 3x5 index cards

Social Studies
- 2-single subject spirals (one for each semester)
- 1-package 3x5 index cards (to be used in Science also)
- Colored pencils

Science
- 2-single subject spirals (one for each semester)
- 1-package of graph paper
- 1-protractor
- Glue and scissors are used for interactive notebook

Language Arts
- 2-single subject spirals (one for each semester)
- 1-package 3x5 index cards

Math
- 2-single subject spirals
- 1-package 3x5 index cards
- 1 metric ruler
- Calculator-Basic 4 function

*Please label all supplies*

**Please note that depending on section placement there might be some minor adjustments to supply list when school begins**